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1 Introduction
Cloud-based hosting promises several advantages over

conventional in-house (on-premise) application deploy-
ment. (i) Ease-of-management (although arguments
against this have also been made [4]): since the cloud
provider assumes management-related responsibilities,
the customer is relieved of this burden and can focus on
its core expertise. (ii) Cap-ex savings: it eliminates the
need for purchasing infrastructure; this may translate into
lowering the business entry barrier. (iii) Op-ex reduction:
elimination of the need to pay for salaries, utility electric-
ity bills, real-estate rents/mortgages, etc. One oft-touted
aspect of Op-ex savings concerns the ability of customer’s
Op-ex to closely match its evolving resource needs (via
usage-based charging) as opposed to depending on its
worst-case needs.

The quintessential question when considering a move
to the cloud is: should I migratemy application to the
cloud? Whereas there have been several studies into this
question [1, 5, 10], there is no consensus yet on whether
the cost of cloud-based hosting is attractive enough com-
pared to in-house hosting. There are several aspects to this
basic question that must be considered. First, although
many potential benefits of migrating to the cloud can be
enumerated for the general case, some benefits may not
apply to my application. For example, benefits related to
lowered entry barrier may not apply as much to an organi-
zation with a pre-existing infrastructural and administra-
tive base. Second, there can be multiple ways in which
an application might make use of the facilities offered by
a cloud provider. For example, using the cloud need not
preclude a continued use of in-house infrastructure. The
most cost-effective approach for an organization might,
in fact, involve a combination of cloud and in-house re-
sources rather than choosing one over the other. Third,
not all elements of the overall cost consideration may
be equally easy to quantify. For example, the hardware
resource needs and associated costs may be reasonably
straightforward to estimate and compare across different

hosting options. On the other hand, labor costs may be
significantly more complicated: e.g., how should the over-
all administrators’ salaries in an organization be appor-
tioned among various applications that they manage? An-
swering these questions requires an in-depth understand-
ing of the cost implications of all the possible choices spe-
cific to my circumstances. Given that these answers can
vary widely across applications, organizations, and cloud
providers, we believethe best way is to explore various
applications case-by-case in an attempt to draw general-
ities or useful rule-of-thumbs.This paper represents our
first step towards this endeavor and we make the follow-
ing contributions.
• We identify an initial set of key factors affecting the
costs of a deployment choice (in-house, cloud, and com-
binations). We classify these as “quantifiable” and “less
quantifiable” based on how amenable they are to pre-
cise quantification. We also classify costs into the well-
regarded “direct” and “indirect” categories: the former’s
contribution to the cost can be easily traced and accounted
(e.g., server costs) while the latter’s contribution may be
ambiguous and require more meticulous accounting (e.g.,
cooling costs).
• Besides the two extreme deployment choices of pure
in-house and pure cloud-based hosting available to an ap-
plication, we identify a spectrum of hybrid choices that
can offer the best of both worlds. Our hybrid choices cap-
ture both “vertical” and “horizontal” ways of partitioning
an application, each with its own pros and cons.
• Using benchmarks representing two different
“commercial-like” applications (built using open-
source vs. licensed software), cloud offerings (IaaS
vs. SaaS), and workload characteristics (stagnant vs.
growing, “bursty” or otherwise) we study the evolution
of costs for different deployment choices.

2 Background and Overview
Net Present Value: The concept ofNet Present Value
(NPV) is popularly used in financial analysis to calcu-



late the profitability of an investment decision over its ex-
pected lifetime considering all the cash inflows and out-
flows. Walker et al. have recently employed this concept
in their work, focusing mainly in separately exploring
the feasibility of renting computing [10] and storage [11]
from the cloud. While we employ the same NPV con-
cept, we go beyond this work: (i) as opposed to compar-
ing rental vs. in-house costs only for a given hardware
base, we compare the costs for hosting specific workloads
(ii) we incorporate additional costs such as S/W licenses,
and electricity, (iii) we study the impact of workload evo-
lution/variance and cloud models (IaaS vs. Saas), and fi-
nally (iv) we consider combinations of in-house and cloud
hosting. Borrowing existing notation, we define the NPV
of an investment choice spanningY years into the future
as: NPV =

∑Y−1
t=0

Ct

(1+r)t wherer is thediscount rate
andCt the cost at timet. The role of the discount rate is to
capture the phenomenon that the value of a dollar today
is worth more than a dollar in the future, with its value
decreased by a factor(1 + r) per year.

Cost Components: Fig. 1 presents our classification of
costs. Certain cost components are less easy to quantify
than others, and we use the phrases “quantifiable” and
“less quantifiable” to make this distinction. Examples of
less quantifiable costs include effort of migrating an ap-
plication to the cloud, porting an application to the pro-
gramming API exposed by a cloud (e.g., as required with
Windows Azure), time spent doing the migration/porting,
any problems/vulnerabilities that arise due to such port-
ing or migration, etc. Adhering to well-regarded con-
vention in financial analysis, we also employ the clas-
sification of costs into the “direct” and “indirect” cate-
gories based on their ease of traceability and accounting.
If a cost can be clearly traced and accounted to a prod-
uct/service/personnel, it is a direct cost, else it is an in-
direct cost. As shown in Fig. 1, examples of direct cost
include hardware & software costs; examples of indirect
cost include staff salaries. It should be noted that certain
costs may be less quantifiable yet direct (e.g., porting an
application). Similarly, certain costs may be quantifiable
yet indirect (e.g., staff salaries, cooling, etc.) In this work,
we restrict our focus to only quantifiable costs and leave
less quantifiable costs for future work.

Application Hosting Choices: Besides pure in-house
and pure cloud-based hosting, a number of intermedi-
ate/hybrid options have been suggested, and are worth
considering [2]. We view these schemes as combina-
tions of different degrees of “vertical” and “horizontal”
partitioning of the application. Vertical partitioning splits
an application into two subsets (not necessarily mutu-
ally exclusive) of components - one is hosted in-house
and the other migrated to the cloud - and may be chal-
lenging if any porting is required [2]. Horizontal par-
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Figure 1: Classification of costs related to migration.

titioning replicates some components of the application
(or the entire application) on the cloud along with suit-
able workload distribution mechanisms. Such partition-
ing is already being used as a way to handle unexpected
traffic bursts by some businesses (e.g., KBB.com and
Domino’s Pizza [12]). Such a partitioning scheme must
employ mechanisms to maintain consistency among repli-
cas of stateful components (e.g., databases) with associ-
ated overheads1. Given myriad cloud providers and host-
ing models (we consider IaaS and SaaS), there can be
multiple choices for how a component is migrated to the
cloud, each with its own cost implications. In this work,
we choose three such options (in addition to pure in-house
and pure cloud-based) that we described next.

Our Methodology - A Brief Outline: We consider
hosting options offered by two prominent cloud providers:
Amazon and Windows Azure, including both IaaS (EC2
instances) and SaaS options (Amazon RDS and SQL
Azure). We consider the following five hosting options:
(i) fully in-house, (ii) fully EC2 (the entire application
is migrated to Amazon cloud within appropriately provi-
sioned EC2 instances), (iii) EC2+RDS (similar to fully
EC2 except the database which uses Amazon’s RDS
SaaS), (iv) in-house+RDS (a vertical partitioning where
the database is migrated to Amazon’s cloud to use its RDS
SaaS while the remaining components are in-house), and
(v) in-house+SQL Azure (a vertical partitioning similar
to (iv) with RDS replaced with Microsoft’s SQL Azure
SaaS). We compare these hosting options for the follow-
ing two applications from TPC [8]: (1) TPC-W (a bench-
mark that emulates an online bookstore) and (2) TPC-E
(a benchmark that emulates online transaction process-
ing in a brokerage firm). We assume that TPC-W is built
using open-source software components (Apache, JBoss,
Mysql) except for the OS (Windows), whereas TPC-E
uses licensed software (SQL Server 2008 and Windows
Server 2008). Both applications have three tiers: Web,
Java-based application logic, database.

Our cost comparisons require us to make a number of
projections/assumptions. We allow for a function that de-

1Note that pure in-house and pure cloud hosting can be viewed as
extreme cases of both these kinds of partitioning.
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scribes workload growth over time (increasing, decreas-
ing, or stagnant in its form) and incorporate this into our
NPV calculation. We incorporate both H/W and S/W up-
grades to up-to-date products at typical refresh cycles (4
years for both H/W and S/W). We project CPU, memory
capacities based on Moore’s Law (similar to [10]). E.g.,
we assume CPU speed doubles every two years.

Finally, we need to estimate the H/W needs of our ap-
plications for a range of workload intensities (expressed
in transactions/second or tps). Our goal is to find con-
figurations across hosting options that offer similar, sat-
isfactory performance. We discuss the salient aspects of
our estimation here and present the details in a technical
report [6]. By running TPC-W on machines in our lab
(each containing Intel Xeon 3.4GHz dual-processor with
2GB DRAM), we identifymarginal throughput gainsof-
fered by adding an extra server (and CPU) to a tier. Us-
ing microbenchmarks, we determine cloud instance con-
figurations that offer “comparable” computing power and
memory (encouragingly our results match well with ex-
isting work that has benchmarked RDS [3]). Since EC2
instances come in much smaller sizes, a comparable in-
cloud configuration has a larger number of VMs. E.g.,
the EC2small instance has an effective CPU of 1.1 GHz
implying each of our lab machines is equivalent to about
three of these. For TPC-E, we are unable to carry out a
benchmarking-based estimation since we do not have the
license for a MS SQL server. Instead, we employ perfor-
mance and cost results offered for TPC-E on the TPC Web
site for a number of machine, network, and storage con-
figurations [8]. We note that the general problem of mod-
eling resource needs is non-trivial with extensive work for
in-house (including ours [9]) and emerging work for the
cloud [7], and incorporating such estimates into our costs
may be a useful future direction.

3 Our NPV Analysis: Key Results
Workload Intensity and Growth: Fig. 2 presents NPV
calculations for up to a 10 year time horizon for TPC-W.
We present results with two workload intensities at the
beginning: (i) 20 tps and (ii) 100 tps, which represent
“small” and “medium” in the overall spectrum we con-
sider [6]. We also present two intensity growth scenarios:
(i) stagnant and (ii) 20% increase per year; we have also
considered other growth rates. As the workload intensity
grows, TPC-W requires more servers and higher IO band-
width but its storage capacity needs do not change. Over-
all, we find that in-house provisioning is cost-effective
for medium to large workloads, whereas cloud-based op-
tions suit small workloads. For small workloads, the
servers procured for in-house provisioning end up hav-
ing significantly more capacity than needed (and they re-
main under-utilized) since they are the lowest granular-
ity servers available in market today. On the other hand,
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Figure 2: NPV over a 10 year time horizon for TPC-W.
We consider small (20 tps at t=0) and medium workload
intensity (100 tps), as well as stagnant and 20% growth.

cloud can offer instances matching the small workload
needs (due to the statistical multiplexing and virtualiza-
tion it employs). For medium workload intensity, cloud-
based options are cost-effective only if the application
needs to be supported for 2-3 years, and become expen-
sive for longer-lasting scenarios. These workload inten-
sities are able to utilize well provisioned servers making
in-house procurement cost-effective.

An interesting trend is thesignificantly slower NPV
increase for in-house compared to cloud-based options,
which may be partly explained as follows. Since we as-
sume H/W capacity growing according to Moore’s Law,
unless the workload growth matches or exceeds this rate,
the number of servers required in-house will actually
shrink each year. However, things evolve differently with
cloud-based options. The computing power as well as
price of a cloud instance are intentionallyengineeredto
be at a certain level (via virtualization and statistical mul-
tiplexing) even though cloud providers may upgrade their
H/W regularly (just as in-house). E.g., since the start
of EC2 in 2006, the computing power/memory per in-
stance has remained unchanged while there has been only
one occasion of instance price reduction. In other words,
while in-house hosting enjoys improvement in perfor-
mance/$ with time, trends over the last 5 years suggest
that the performance/$ offered by the cloud has remained
unchanged2. Even if we assume the performance/$ of-
fered by the cloud improves with time (say, an instance of
given capacity becomes cheaper over time), cloud-based
provisioning still remains expensive in the long run since
data capacity and transfer costs contribute to the costs
more significantly than in-house (See Fig. 2(b)).

2It is important to remember that the improvements in performance/$
for in-house accrue due to investments made in upgrades.
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(c) In-house+RDS ($70k) (d) In-house+SQL Azure ($63k)

Figure 3: Closer look at cost components for four cloud-
based application deployment options at 5th year. Initial
workload is 100 tps and the annual growth rate is 20%.

Data Transfer, Storage Capacity, Software Licenses:
We illustrate in Fig. 3 detailed breakdowns of NPV for
five-year long hosting of TPC-W for options involving
the cloud (i.e., options (ii)-(v) from Section 2). Overall,
we find thatdata transfer is a significant contributor to
the costs of cloud-based hosting- between 30%-70% for
TPC-W. This suggests thatvertical partitioning choices
may not be appealing for applications that exchange data
with the external world.Data transfer costs in Fig. 3(c),(d)
are larger than those in Fig. 3(a),(b) because traffic per
transaction between Jboss and MySQL (16KB/tr) is larger
than between clients and Apache (3KB/tr).

Another key contributor to costs with cloud-based host-
ing can be storage capacity. Whereas TPC-W poses rel-
atively small costs for storage capacity (its database only
needs a few GB and its storage capacity costs do not even
show up in Fig. 3), TPC-E has significant data storage
needs (about 4.5TB). Fig. 4 presents the NPV evolution
for TPC-E for two initial intensities - 300 tps (medium)
and 900 tps (high) with 20% annual growth rate. We
only present fully in-house and two cloud (Fully EC2 and
EC2+SQL server) options since we have already estab-
lished the high costs of vertical partitioning. We find that
in-house provisioning for TPC-E has to make significant
investments in high-end RAID arrays (gap A), that consti-
tute about 75% of overall costs. For workload intensity of
300 tps, these costs go down substantially with fully EC2
(i.e., renting storage from EC2 is cheaper than the amor-
tized cost of procuring this much storage in-house), caus-
ing the overall costs to improve by 50% (year 1, shown as
gap A) and 28% (year 6, shown as gap B in Fig. 4).

The S/W licensing fee for SQL Server and Windows
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Figure 4: Two sets of TPC-E results at initial workload of
300 tps and 900 tps.

can also be a significant contributor to TPC-E costs: sec-
ond (17.4% of overall) and largest (67%) contributor, re-
spectively, for fully in-house and EC2 options. Usingpay-
per-useSaaS DB allows the elimination of SQL Server li-
censing fees (shown as gap C in Fig. 4) and results in even
better costs.SaaS options can be cost-effective for appli-
cations built using S/W with high licensing/maintenance
fee. Note that these concerns did not arise with TPC-W
which employed open-source S/W, implying a different
ordering of cost-efficacy among options.

It is also worth comparing the cost evolution for the
two intensities in Fig. 4. With medium intensity (300tps),
in-house option is less attractive than cloud-based options
for the entire 10 year period without ever having a cross-
over. However, at the higher intensity (900tps), cloud-
based options quickly (after 2 years for fully EC2 and af-
ter 4 years for EC2+SQL server) become more expensive
than in-house. This is qualitatively similar to the observa-
tions for TPC-W. However, cloud-based options remain
attractive for a larger range of workload intensity than for
TPC-W (compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 2(b) both of which have
the same growth rate but differ in intensity by a factor of
9) - the key reasons for this difference are gaps B and C,
i.e., the higher storage costs for in-house TPC-E as well
as the contribution of S/W licenses in non-SaaS options.
A final interesting phenomenon arises due to the follow-
ing: when buying cloud instances for TPC-E database,
we do find machines that offer required computational
power per-VM but not the requisite degree of parallelism.
The most powerful instance has 8 virtual cores. (In-house
server uses 6 cores× 2.) This forces the cloud-based op-
tions to procure more instances than in-house with corre-
sponding increase in the SQL server licenses (since Mi-
crosoft charges the fee per virtual core regardless of the
underlying physical cores). This suggests thata recon-
sideration of S/W licensing structures, particularly as ap-
plicable to large-scale parallel machines, may be worth-
while for making cloud-based hosting more appealing.
Workload Variance and Cloud Elasticity: Our cost
analysis so far were based onaverageworkload inten-
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sities. Given high burstiness (i.e., high peak-to-average
ratio or PAR) in many real workloads, it is common in
practice to provision close to thepeak. Whereas in-house
provisioning must continue this practice, the usage-based
charging and elasticity offered by the cloud open new op-
portunities for savings (for both in-cloud and horizontal
partitioning). We investigate costs of variance-aware pro-
visioning for three degrees of burstiness corresponding to
time-of-day effects and flash crowds. Researchers have
reported the magnitude of daily workload fluctuations to
be in the 40%-50% range for social networking applica-
tions, and about 70% for e-commerce Web site. Flash
crowds can cause orders of magnitude higher peaks than
the average and become a particularly appealing motiva-
tion for considering the use (perhaps partial) of cloud. We
choose PAR of 1.54 (min=40, max=135 tps) to represent
daily variations and PAR values of 11 and 51 to represent
two flash crowd scenarios (i.e., peak of 10 and 50 times
the average, respectively).

Fig. 5(a) illustrates the effect of three levels of bursti-
ness on the in-house provisioning cost. We select the
case of in-house with medium & increasing workloads
(Fig. 2(b)). Provisioning for the diurnal fluctuation
of 70% (PAR=1.54) does not impact the cost whereas
flash crowd noticeably increases costs. Provisioning for
PAR=51 shifts the cross-over point with “Fully EC2”
from year 2.5 to year 10. The reason why diurnal fluctua-
tion does not affect the cost is because provisioned servers
already have enough capacity to embrace the peak of di-
urnal fluctuation. But, provisioning for flash crowds can
substantially increase the cost.

We explore the benefits offered by a horizontal parti-
tioning scheme that sets a threshold of workload inten-
sity over which we create a replica in the cloud to handle
the excess. Fig. 5(b) shows the cost change over a range
of threshold at year 1. We assume a lognormal(µ:0,σ:1)
distribution (mean:500tps) to simulate the bursty traffic.
Blue dotted line in Fig. 5(b) is the overall cost, the sum
of two components - in-house and cloud part. As the
threshold moves to higher workload intensity, in-house
cost rises in order to acquire more capacity, and the cloud
cost lessens since the probability of overflowing the in-
house server capacity diminishes. The equilibrium point
where the cost is minimum is found at 1100 tps. This sug-
gests thathorizontal partitioning can be effectively used to
eliminate the cost increase from provisioning for the peak.

4 Conclusions and Future Directions
In this study we have investigated the migration costs

of several deployment options using popular benchmarks.
We have shown that application characteristics such as
workload intensity, growth rate, storage capacity and soft-
ware licensing costs produce complex combined effect
on overall costs. We have also briefly explained is-
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Figure 5: Effect of workload variance and horizontal par-
titioning on in-house cost.

sues regarding workload variance and horizontal parti-
tioning. Overall, we find that (i) complete migration to
today’s cloud is appealing only for small/stagnant busi-
nesses/organizations, (ii) vertical partitioning options are
expensive due to high costs of data transfer, and (iii) hor-
izontal partitioning options can offer the best of in-house
and cloud deployment for certain applications.

Our work opens up interesting possibilities for future
work. We would like to incorporate indirect costs (and
also less quantifiable costs in some meaningful way). As
immediate work, we are extending our study to a broader
set of applications such MapReduce and undergraduate
labs at Penn State.
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